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Snail faster than mait:"·;~j~~~"i?s
Fall schedules arrive late or not at all for Columbia students
By Robert Stevenson
Opinion Editor
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Copy Editor
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Neither rain, s leet nor
snow can stop the mail , but
pre-registration see ms to be
doing what Mother Nature
can' t.
A process th at is saving
the school tens of thou-
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sands of dollars seems to be T hese early registration letter s were sent out in April. Some studen ts
hindering the prompt deliv- h ave not recieved them or have gotten them too late.
ery of a mass mailing done t.::::..:..::...:.::::.:.:.:.:=.:..:::....:.:=:....::.:...:::.:..~::..:..-------------~
by the school for early reg.. It should' ve take n six to eight days," said
istration. Fortunately, this has not stopped anyone Sharo n Parke, nati onal account executive for the
from registering because all continuing stude~ ts Chicago based company.
are eligible, but many students have ye t to rece1ve
..Standard A mail takes fi ve to 10 work ing days
registration packets in the ma1l. Earl y reg1strat10n to deli ver, o nce it is in the mail stream ," said Vera
started April 29.
.
..
Dav is, an U.S. Postal Service mailing requi reDrop Mail Express is the commercial mmhng ments technician.
service that Co lumbia, other colleges and bus1With th e Davenpo rt, Iowa, stamp on the regisnesses are using to do mass mailings. The comp~- tration packets, so me may think that is the cause
ny processes the mail in Davenport, Io wa, by z1p for the del ay. Dave nport is used because the dehvcode, the n sends it out to 600 main post o ffices ery times are faster outside of Ch1cago. Accordmg
across the country to be mai led.
to Parke , the company has an a verage delivery
" By the time it gets to the main post offi ces, time of 5.5 days, but in the Chicago metropoli tan
. .
we ' ve do ne all the wo rk," said Sharon Parke, area, it jumps to seven to eight days.
national account manager for Drop M ail Express.
The fact remains that students are not rece1vmg
"They [the post office] just have to deliver it."
the mai l.
This company, brought in by Bob Keck , mail.. , don' t thi nk it's wort h the mo ney if it's late,"
roo m coordinator, has saved the college between said C hristopher Richert, a j un ior who recieved his
$1 8 ,000 and $ 20,000 in postage since January ver- early registrati o n packet on May 6, a week after he
reg istered fo r fall classes.
sus the college do ing the mai li ng itself.
.. We use this for larger volume and heavier
..Of the amount of students we've [the TV
mailings, like catalogues," Keck said .
department ! registered, a good amo unt haven ' t
The problem that students are having is that the received reg istration packets in the mai l," said
mail is not getting to them on time, something that A nnette Prijatel, ad ministrati ve ass istant of the
Keck, Parke and the U.S. Post Office say is unusu- televison department. " I was surprised."
al.

Columbia grad comes back to discuss his
experiences as a foreign news correspondent
By Hang Nguyen
Correspondelll
"One must know what's going on abo ut
eve rything to be a true j ournalist," said
Bernard Burrell, a Columbia gradu ate.
Burrell is a foreign corres po ndent who is
extremely keen on news. "I talk, walk and
sleep on ne ws. I have an o pen mind o n any
and e very story. I cultivate and use an o pen
approach. I hate late appo intme nts, like consistency in many things no t only with events
and I like knowing where I stand with a person," Burrell ex plained to Rose Eco no mou's
Intro . to Broadcast Writi ng c lass as he
described himself a nd his successes.
Burrell 's wide range and many years o f
experi ence have drawn muc h respect. He
s tarted j o urna lism in 1985 w he n he
approached his career in writing a story for
the Jamaican G leane r in Eng land. He studied at Columbia from 1989 to 199 1.
Burrell has traveled to Belgi um, Italy,
Fra nce, Ho lland, G reece, Spain, Wales,
Scotl a nd, Haiti a nd the United States.
Hav ing been to all those places, his favori te
is the United States. He believes the people
are li ve ly and medi a informatio n is easy to
access.
..It's li ke a melti ng pot of information,"
said Burre ll. He speaks se ve ral languages

a nd thinks that Ameri ca has very little fo re ign news while England has many foreig n
a ffairs.
" Britain has a wide r g rasp of news o utside their home. They culti vate ," he said.
He likes their style of reporting.
According to Burrell, the United States's
news operations provide their audi ence with
news that gets straig ht to the point.
Burrell has covered the Ja ma ican parli ament and was once senio r reporter for the
Jamaican Broadcast Corpo ration. He no w
writes for several publications in the United
Kingdom, the Cari bbean and the U nited
States.
He wo rks for Radio Jamaica , writing profi les of the famous and infamous people.
Occasio nally, he co vers business and o ther
topics, but his favorite is doing profi les of
famo us people.
M ichael Palin, a me mber of the British
parliament , was profiled and admi red by
Burrell. Burrell admires Palin's ability to
captivate, his style of writing and speaking.
" He has a very unique style," Burre ll said .
A noti ceable thing about Burrell is that
he 's always holding a pen. In fact, he loves
pens. At his ho me , he has a large box contain ing hundreds of pens, including the o nes
he has bought and used fo r his many interviews .
He says he's always has one hand y. even

om ng next wee

Photo h\' Clad Kotel
S tudents look on a s Ber a nrd ·B urrell discusses his ca r eer a s a for e ign correspondent.
when he 's not worki ng. "There's always
somethin g you mig ht want to make a note
of."
"The most importalll thi ng fo r a fo reign
corres po nde nt is to know the news arou nd
and o utside your immediate area. Somt: o l
the hcne lits of being a foreig n correspondelll
is to experience and understand difk'tcnt
cultures, their o perations and workin gs.'
said Burrell.

••

ullout section on the best ictures of 1997

In the good old days, keeping a
c lassroom honest was as simple as
noticing a cheat sheet taped to a
baseball cap or spotting a pair of
wanderi ng eyes.
College professo rs know all the
cheating games- we ll, until now.
In the world of growing computer technologies, repo rts of World
W ide Web sites where studen ts can
do wnload term papers have academ ics
po nde ring
what
the
Info rm atio n Age means to the ageold problem of cheati ng.
In many ways, the computer has
elevated cheating to a new level.
Students can now find a reprint of a
Nobel laurea te's pa per o n the
Inte rnet if they kno w where to look.
At recentl y e stabli shed Web
sites, such as " Schoo l Sucks" and
"Evil Ho use of Chea tin g." students
can find o ld exams or do wnload
term papers j ust by clicking the
mouse. T he s ites contain papers on
to pi cs
from
Ei ns tein
to
Shakespeare.

See Edltorla·l
Page 9.
In June 1996, Kenny Sahr, a
then-j ournalism stude nt at Miami
Internation al Uni versity in Florida,
created
" School Suc ks"
(at
ht t p :l/ ww w. sc hoo ls u cks.com),
wh ich stirred heated d iscussions
among ma ny educators around the
coun try.
Since the creation of the site,
Sa hr has been showered wi th angry
critic isms fro m his detractors w ho
charge him with promoting plagiaris m. But Sahr defends his position
and contends that the purpose o f his
site is no t to he lp others to plagiarize. The site is intended to be used
at the beginning of a "paper chain"
of researching, to gather ideas fo r
students' own pa pe rs, he says.
Sahr arg ues that his site w ill be a
wake- up call to the edu cators to
make them realize where the real
prohlc m lies.
··w ithou t a stru \!\!le, there is no
progress. No ched:; and balance.''
Sahr said . ··And if they caught
somebody cheat ing with this site,
the school should thank me for
hdpin" to l!et rid of a bad seed.'"
Courington,
Rebecca
Columhia 's academic computing
depa rt me nt ch airperson. finds
Sahr"s arl!umcnt a bit of a stretch.
··J think it·~ a good rationalization
o n his pan:· she said. 'The premise
is: ·w ell. you an: not suppo~ed to
usc th:H paper. It \ just an addi ti onal resource.' But nobody hcl it:ves
that. tiHlUL!h.
k iT S~hi ll. acti nl! dirt:ctor of
composition in E::ngli~h department.
says if studenb l·opy the matcriab
from somt:body t: lst:'s paper. their
instru ctors s ho uld be able to notiet:.
••Jf t cacher~ an; doing thl•ir JOb.
thcy would havc paid attcnllon to
~tudcn t ~ in the cntirc pron:~' of
writing the paper." he 'aid. "They
Sec C heating, next pagE
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Millions lost in Pell Grant fraud
unnamed students who stood out
because they had "the greatest
income discrepancies" between
A new study reveals that more their tax forms and student-aid
than 100,000 college students re- forms. Three of the four students
ceived Pell Grants during the 95- received full Pell Grants; the
96 schooLyear who should have other was awarded a grant slightnever received' the free federal ly below the $2,400 maximum.
The parents of the four stumoney.
According . to the U.S. dents reported family incomes to
Department of Education's the IRS ranging from $646,720 to
Office of inspector general, col- $1,306,913. During the same
lege ~tudents lied about their period, three students reported
family income to get the award zero earnings on their student-aid
money. Worse yet, the Inspector applications and the fourth
General 's office reported that col- reported just over $7,000.
It gets worse: One unnamed
leges, by themselves, have no
way of discouraging the practice. student reported no income on
"We knew some people were the student-aid application, even
lying, based on our past criminal though the IRS found the stu-·
investigations where we have dents family reported more than
Photo by Brain Mtlr,.•w•'·•r•
found that students had lied," $1.3 million in adjusted gross
FAFSA and its renewal form are just one source in which
said Patrick Howard, director of income on their tax return. The JstlJdents can apply for Pell Grants and other financial aid.
student financial assistance pro- student, although his identity is
grams for the Office of Inspector known to the IRS, can' t be prose- returns," Inspector General tions] take money away from
General at the Department of cuted, Howard says.
Thomas Bloom told legislators in people who don't have any
Education. "We just had no idea
In fact , none of the students March. Bloom testified during a money for college."
of the magnitude."
who received Pell Grant money hearing before a subcommittee of
She says she was surprised by
Just how large is the problem? will be prosecuted.
the House Committee on the IRS audit. "That makes other
The inspector general's report
"At this point, we cannot go Government
Reform
and people, like me, look bad," she
found thousands of students are after them criminally, although Oversight.
said.
lying on their student-aid appli- we' d love to," Howard said. " It's
Gray, who attends a communiHe said many colleges are too
cations and costing the govern- part of our agreement with the time- and cash-strapped to inves- ty college where tuition and
IRS."
ment millions as a result.
tigate whether the financial infor- books run slightly more than
That agreement only allowed mation submitted by students is $1,000 annually, says she
Working with the Internal
Revenue Service, the inspector the Department of Education to fraudulent. They lack the experi- received the maximum Pell Grant
general's office compared family report how widespread the fraud ence, too, to ferret out offenders, award this school year. "Without
incomes reported on students' is. It did not allow the department he said.
it, I wouldn't be in school," she
fin ancial -aid applications with to reveal the names of the stuBloom recommended that the said.
those reported on their parents' dents either to the public or the federal government take on the
Gray says she's heard of stufederal tax records.
schools where the Pell Grants responsibility of insuring that dents at the school talk about falThe audit showed the govern- were applied.
federal aid is going to the stu- sifying information. "They say, I
ment gave $109 million more
Currently, the department dents who need it. He said the can try to get more money if I say
than they should have to at least relies on colleges to verify that IRS should share tax returns with I'm on public aid [when they're
I 02,000 students in 1995-96 students submit accurate data on the Department of Education, a not]. And I'm like, like they don't
because students either failed to their student-aid forms. Federal move that critics have said would know"
report or und er-reported their law requires colleges to verify invite "Big Brother" into stuMany financial aid officers
mcome.
key eligibility information for at dents ' lives.
said the audit caught them off
In addition, at least I ,200 stu- least 30 percent of their students
"I' ma strong believer in priva- guard, too. Cathy Kavanagh,
dents who claimed to be veterans who receive federal aid.
cy rights," Bloom said. "But it is associate director of financial aid
were not. The result, according to
But while many colleges different when you ' re asking for at the University of Delaware,
the inspector general's office, require aid applicants to submit federal money."
says she's never seen Pell Grant
was that they were granted inde- copies of their family's federal
Leslie Gray, a freshman at fraud in her I 0 years of working
pendent status, which most likely income tax form, the colleges Harold Washington College in at the university. "I was surprised
increased their eligibility for Pell have "no assurances" that the Chicago,
agrees that
the by the IRS audit," Kavanagh
Grants. Students in this category form s are the same as those sent Department of Education should said. "From our perspective, we
were awarded more than $1 .9 to the IRS , the report said.
work with the IRS to pull records review every Pell Grant appli"Sometimes people submit at will. "I think they should," said cant."
million in Pell Grants, which arc
fake
I
040s.
There
are
marketing
supposed to go only to needy stuGray. "Those people [students
companies that are in the busi- who lie on student aid applicadents.
The audit also referred to four ness of producing fraudulent tax
By Adolfo Mendez
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will he ahlc to tell if, all of sudden, a student
who can't put together a sentence comes in
with very sophisticated paragraphs."
Some say the very definiti on of cheating is
becoming blurred with the development of
technologies.
If a student, with a tough research project,
seeks advice over the Internet, there will be
any number of experts who might be unaware
that they are conversing with a students under
the gun to produce.
If a student downloads information from
those experts, is it plagiarism? Or has that
student simply used technology to demonstrate what educators have been stressing in
their classes-the use of synergetic skill s in
problem solving?
It is a gray area, just as defining the pia. ·
itself isn' t a black-and-white issue.
"It's an excellent resource-being able to
out and communicate with people you othise wouldn't have an access to," said
ington. "But, I think what you sho.uld do
cite them as a source just as using an
J:O n,• v,.lnn,Prha."

said he is not against students using
they can get as long as they arc the
writer of the paper. "The issue is that
may not know that they have to
make citations for those materials," he said.
"There are citation strategies for materials
pull~ off from the Web. It's a same way that
would cite references in the periodicals,
or conversations in the interviews."
In some ways, cheating hasn't changed
much at all.
"Even back in the Dark Ages when I was
in college, there were phone numbers that
you could call and tell them what you want-

Photo by Dave Brennan
Pierson, a junior, is busy surfing the Web in one of the computer labs.
ed, and they would send you a paper," said
Courington. "So [computers) just modernized
that scam."
Certainly the idea of cheating has been
around well before the computers-a problem that's as old as education itself.
The difference is that high-tech cheating
may be a little harder to catch than the oldfashioned methods.
Some colleges are being armed with hightech gadgetry to counter that problem. Those
technologies are designed to safeguard exam
questions and discourage students from plagiarizing research.
At Carnegie Mellon University in
Pittsburgh, computer programs created by
students are subject to scanning by software
that detects similarities with other programs.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
created a piece of software called "POP," or '
"Pretty Good Privacy," which turns test que~
tions and answers stored on a college or Uni versities computer system into a jumble of
numbers and letters. The text can only be
accessed by using the right password.

"It's really important to get that kind
safeguard," said Courington. "It is up to
colleges to make sure that their resources
protected."
But, if the current trend is any indicator,
even such cutting-edge technology will
only until students figure a way around it.
The consumer trend suggests that many
sophisticated technologies are being purchased for home use. Hence, it is likely
many students arriving at colleges in the next •
few years have computer knowledge beyond
most of their professors' comprehension.
"We are presently trying to encourage
use of technologies in an instructional
and trying to train the instructors,
said. "But many teachers we have
educational environment that did not
any technologies. So it's a slow process.
"But we did a survey, and you'll be
prised that many of students we get are not
versed in technologies as you think."
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Viewers put nail in Ch. 5 ·coffin
On
Media
Jason
Kravarik

Now that the Jerry
Springer-Channel 5 saga
has come to an end, it's time
to assess what really happened here. And despite the
near destruction of the
Channel 5 newsroom, there
are some-actually a lotpeople who should be proud
of the way they handled the
situation.
They' re the viewers.
Just about everyone who
analyzed the pre-Springer
ratings, this writer included,
thought the numbers would

Coll'e ge

go up when Springer took to
the air. Instead, Ch. 5 didn't
even come close to the 22
rating they promised advertisers. In fact, they didn' t
even win the time period.
The 14.7they pulled for the
Springer debut was no real
increase over their typical
numbers for a Monday
night. (One ratings point
equals about 32,000 households.)
Imagine the look on the
faces of Lyle Banks, the Ch.
5 general manager, and Joel
Cheatwood, the new vicepresident of news, when
they saw that their newscast
barely beat the perennial
also-ran , WBBM, on day
three of the Springer fiasco.
On that Wednesday, a
whopping 200,000 households watching Channel 5
for the preceding program
tuned out at 10 p.m.
Last Thursday, one week

N;ew~s

By College PreSs Service

after the resignation of
Carol Marin, Springer made
newsroom staffers happy by
himself resigning. In an
interview on the Ch. 5 news
that resembled a near-fight
on Springer's syndicated
reporter
Mark
show,
Suppelsa spent four minutes
bickering with Springer partially over whether his first
commentary
accurately
characterized his Cincinnati
mayoral duties. Since we're
used to seeing Suppelsa
more laid back, the interview-complete
with
Suppelsa sticking his finger
in Springer's face-looked
more like Ch. 5 's way of
coming out against Springer
and distancing themselves
from the sins of journalism
that the talk show host has
come to represent.
Marin would not comment on Springer's resignation. Cheatwood reportedly

said he will announce a
replacement for Marin within a week.
Cheatwood
is
best
known for the pioneering of
tabloid news in Miami and
Boston. His hiring was
undoubtedly one of the factors leading Marin and critics to believe Ch. 5 would
soon be headed in the
tabloid direction.
For the sake of the many
hard-working, credible professionals at Ch. 5, let's
hope the Springer nightmare
made real to Ch. 5 execs
what they should have
already known: Viewers in
this city won't stand for
sub-par news programs.
And for the sake of the
entire Chicago· journalism
market, let's hope Ch. 5
finally absorbed the lesson,
and won't further drift into
the land of tabloid "news."
Knock on (Cheat)wood.

fr9m around the nation
'

Universities
Support
Affirmative Action

take place within a diverse setting,"
the group said. "Our students
encounter and learn from others who
have backgrounds and characteristics
very different from their own."
The group said it does not endorse
quotas or "set-asides" in admissions.
Instead, an applicant's grades, standardized test scores and "unquantifiable human qualities" should be considered.
The Associatio n of American
Universities includes all members of
the Ivy League except for Dartmouth
College, various private colleges, and
public universities.

NEW YORK-A group of the
nation's most prestigious uni versities
defended their right to use affi rmative
action in their admissions process in
an advertisement published April 24 in
The New York Times.
•
The ad contained the text of a policy statement adopted by the
Association of American Universities,
which includes 62 top research uni versities, at its spring meeting April 14 in
. on.
Wa.s."h mg
' ..1wan1 to ~xpress ou~ s;rong
':"e:
conviction :concernmg the continuing M. h
IC igan 's
Nude-Mile
need to take intQ account a wide range ·
of considerations-including ethnici- Run
Draws
Tepid
ty, race and gender-as we evaluate Response
the students whom we select for
admission," the group said.
ANN ARBOR, Mich.-Maybe
The policy statement is a response t dashing buck naked across campus
o recent decisions to roll back affirma- doesn't raise as many eyebrows as it
live-action programs in California and used to.
Despite cold temperatures in the
Texas, the group said.
"We believe that our students bene- mi_d-~Os, a~out 200 University of
fit significantly from educations that M1ch1gan d1srobed at midnight April

As usual, thousands turned out to
witness the spring event, which cclcbrates the last day of classes and was
started 12 years ago by members of the
men's crew club.
But at least one female spectator
commented that she was "underimpressed" by the turnout-and, for
that matter, by the stampede of
bare-butted sprinters who attracted the
gawkers. Even the Daily Michigan
gave the annual dash a yawn and didn' t do a write-up.
The trouble, says Jim Yood,
Northwestern
· un·1vers1·ty art en·t·1c and
theo n·st• IS
· tha t A mencan
·
·
has
soc1ety
become indifferent to nudity.
· What's numbed us, according to
Yood, are constant displays of nudity
in movies, fashion, advertising and
even in TV shows such as "NYPD
Blue."
But while spectators may call it a
bore, participants say there's still
something liberating about a mad dash
in the buff.
One participant said. "It's the most
amazing feeling. I mean, it's so cool,

Eiii~~~Jb?j~~~~~~~~W2W2~fko*r%thmef1a:nn?u®a@l~'z'N~ujd£e~Mjiplew'%'r0.ujng.@AW%ss%o0r0re+e;.-"~----------------~--,
,.,~.£~rtttt~llrLt.."..·..'..··..· •- 8tfAtr•••r
57-4510
The Atmosphere and
Motions of the Earth
and Other Plants

to a misprint in the
lC•olutmlbia College class
for Fall 1997,
"Lab

57-4110
Biology: Chocolate.
Coffe. Sogar and Spice
57-4125
Biology of the Human
Immune System:
Health and Disease
57-4514
Computer Models and
VIrtual Worlds In

Award given to instructors
who reflect the spirit and
intent of teaching at
Columbia.
This year, awards will be
given to instructors who
excel at a pedagogical technique
that
effectively
imports knowledge and
facilitates learning.

in

Columbia's Planning
Document Approved
In a letter to the Columbia

57-4250
Crime Lab Chemistry:
Solving Crime Through
Analytical Chemsltry

57-4300
Modern Methods In
Science: Dlscowrlng
Molecular Secrets

57-4410
Dinosaurs and More:
Geology Explored

The Physics of Music

51-4505

57-4200
From Ozone to 011
Spllls:Chemestry. the
Envlroment and You

1strators
President Duff reported that
the college's Board of
Trustees endorsed the college's planning document
Framing a Plan of Action:
This document was previously approved by the
in
College
Council
December. As stated in the
letter,
Framing a Plan of Action
along with the companion
document, Laying
the
Foundation, now becomes
College policy and will

International
wins
Photograp
Award
Peeratouch Oprasert won
3rd place at the 17th Annual
Photography Contest. The
area he won the award in
was Color Photography.

ow

Your
Steak?
With
John Henry Biederman

Time to play a little mis
It was the worst of times, it was the... Well ,
of times. It was the Year Without a Santa C
. Oh, all right. I~ wasn't that bad. I'm talking
IS year, my semor year and, more importantly,
I tackled the Chronicle editor-in-chief job.
I was a columnist before working up here, but
ly three columns remain. As the end <> m"""'" '' ~
gure I should pass a little "wisdom" on to those
follow in my footsteps.
applies to more than just people who work
lege_ newspapers. I'm speaking to everyone ·
ng the1r college years doing those internships, playi
n those bands, taking those extra courses-whatever.
Don' t block the entrance to that chimney.
I'm outside of the archetype associated with
term "college student," but students like me arc qui
ly coming into their own archetype. We' re
who didn't earn our degrees by the age of 22, as
t~c rule 1n years past. I went to college at 18, partied
h~c a stereotype and, although I didn't flunk out, I didn t place much Importance on those si lly classes
nts, helping me through at the time, wise)
. that my "education," at that point, wasn't
mvestmcnt.
While saving money to return to college, I hideousy checkered my history for a few more years. Then I
_tartcd writing everything-novels, poetry, nonfiction- to hone my craft and soon began before comi
to Columbia in 1994 to do finish my degree.
In my mid- and later-twenties. this college stint
been almost the opposite of my first. It was all fun and
debauchery before; now I have career-oriented proan~ the near-full-t1me Chronicle job in addition
full-lime courses. I guess it's Academic Karma,
mg from mostly play to mostly work.
To make a long story short ... well, too late for that.
make a short story long, I advise students to stop
rest t~e work horse now and then. Getting
IS already doing something positive for
to let loose and "be a college student"
often! regardless of _YOUr age. So what if you
d a w~lle after graduatiOn working a butthead job
getll_ng your act together? Success is great, but
does 1t mean if you're so stressed that it feels I
eyes are popping out?
m not saying that I regret this experience and I'
for hitting a Bob Greene tone. I've had
times here at Columbia. And how could I
up the chance to be editor-in-chief?-we
n _cognizan_t _of our futures. So maybe I' m j
ng like a pohllcal candidate in an election
· ng much at all. When a period of one's life li
passes, it's only natural to look back and wonshould' ve been done differently.
"Sniff, sniff."
It's my... er, friend, Knuckles Von Chuckler.
"Knuckles," I say. ''I'm touched that you care."
"What are you talking about? I couldn' t care less
about your sappy little manifestos. I'm worried about
my friend Slats."
"Grobnik?"
"Yeah. I saw him at a Column Character
ng and he's really depressed about losing
I can see that-he had Royko, I have an idiot.
"You mean, even though Mike died, Slats ... "
"I do~'t have time to explain," Knuckles says,
mto a duffel bag. " We have tu tie up
before ' How's Your Steak?' wraps
'em, Nipsy!"
h~s snuck up behind me, I'm caught
and, 1n moments, they have me hog-tied to my

r.
"Mooohahahahaha!" Nipsy laughs. "John. I am
part of you, a part of you that escaped when
declared this 'Year Without a Santa Claus' early
, after seeing how much work being editor-in
f entailed!"
" What..."
"Remember when you first started classes here,
you used to say: 'Columbia College: Where the
innin' is Just Beginnin'?'"
"I don't recall. .. "
"Next you're gonna tell me that you didn 't inhale!
"Anyway," Knuckles says, " We have to fuse Ni
i~to you. The ritual is too horrifying for a general aud1ence, so we' ll have to end this column."
"Oh," Nipsy adds. "John will be okay, a little more
normal after this. And, as you'll recall, Santa docs
around at the end of ' Year Without a
movie, so who knows? John may be especial
I for one column or so but. .. "
£-mail John: kdolphin @xsite.net
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Here's Proof at A
College Degree
Can Really Pay Off.
$400

Right Now Recent College Graduates Get
Off
Every New Dodge. In Addition To Most Other Current Offers.*
Dodge Neon Coupe starts as low as

$9.900
'

after$400 college grad
and $],000 national
cash back.**

Cab-forward design, dual airbags; 16-valve, l32:.JJorsep~wer engin~. · ·
More standard power than Escort, Civic and Cavalier Coupe.

Dodge Dakota starts as low as

$71 ~~~
'

($]2,395 as shown)

after$400
college grad
cash back.*_* .

·-

•

Sport Truck magazine's '97 "Sport Truck Of The Year." More available
horsepower, torque, towing and payload than any compact pickup.

··
.,

Don't forget to ask about '97 college graduate finance plans available
to eligible customers through Chrysler Credit. 0

~The New Dodge
See The FriendJy Dodge Dealer Near You
*Ask for eligibility requirements. Not available with certain other offers. **MSRPs after $400 College Graduate Cash Back
(and S1,000 national cash back on Neon). Includes destination. Excludes tax. Always wear your seat belt.
Visit our Web site at www.4adodge.com

May
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ADVERTISEMENT

Faculty and Students: Please write a letter in support of any of the teachers
who have been nominated for this year's Excellence in Teaching award. Your
letter is important and will be taken into consideration as part of the criteria for the
nominees named above. Give specific examples of innovative and effective
teaching methods and creative course development. The award will be given to
one full-time and one part-time faculty member.
Send your leHer no later than Friday, May 23, 1997 to the Academic
Dean's office, Columbia College, 600 S. M ichigan Ave ., Room 515, Chicago IL
60605 . Questions? Call 312.663 . 1600 x 5208 .

'TEACHING +learning

·

..
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Final Exam Question #2
The Collect Call
What's the only number to use for all your
colle•:t calls that could instantly win you
cool stuff (like hip Planet Hollywood·
jackets and packs of 24 free movie passes)
every hourt every day1

a) d
b) d
f!)

d

d) 1800 CALL All
e) HELLO-d

~e.CE\"EO
114\'l 1 2 1997

e

AllaY

For all your collect calls-eren local.
No purchase necessary. Must be a legal US resident age 13 or older. Calls will be accepted and 984 winners will be selected randomly between 4/28/97
(12:01 PM, EST) •nd 6/8/97 (12 noon, ESl). Only completed domestic calls are eligible. Prize values: (24) movie passes ~ 168/Pianet Hollywood• jacket S225.
®PHR. Odds of w1nning depend on number of entries received. For official rules and free entry Instructions, call 1 800 787-5 193. Vo1d where prohibited.
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OPINION

se what!

Erin Bonillo
Staff Writer
Over the weekend, I found myself digging frantically through Marshall'; enticing
spring fashions, elbowing and rubbing up against dozens of other sale-crazed shoppers-all ofu~ moving in frenzied circles to the music droning out from the store speakers. I was so Ughtly wound up in my own shopping frenzy that it took me a few minutes
to even notice that the music was not Lionel Richie, but a Latin interpretation of
"Dancing on the Ceiling."
Unfazed, I continued burrowing through the pile of alluring summer shorts. It was
about then that a clerk interrupted the shopping insanity with an announcement of yet
another bargain we shoppers shouldn't pass up.
A~ least I think. that w~ wha~ she said, because the message was not spoken in
Enghsh, but rather m Spamsh. A httle startled, I pulled my head out of the pile of shorts
and looked around to see if anyone else found the announcement a little odd. Instead I
discovered that I was the only one the least bit surprise- in fact, I realized I was one of
only a few Caucasians within sight. Almost the entire first floor of shoppers appeared to
~Latino. For an i~stan~ I felt like I was transported to· another country for a spring vacaUon, but no, I was m Chicago at a local Marshall's store. "Wait a minute," I thought. "We
are in America for God 's sake! Can' t we have the Marshall's announcement in our own
native tongue?" This was insane! Or was it?
. I ~ealized it was one thing to hear about the growing conflict of linguistics among
Immigrants and Americans, from the news or papers, but it felt like quite another to
experience it firsthand. My initial reaction was anger, stemming from my egocentric
view that English should be the only language spoken here in the States. Yet, after some
reflection, it dawned on me that the answers would not be so simple.
Immigration no longer represents a collage of separate cultures and countries as in the
1800s to mid 1950s. In this country, pressures exist within every community as our
nation attempts to assimilate separate languages.
It is that change that is pushing our nation to rethink our policies and question what
is actually happening. The level of non-English speaking immigrants is surging to
unprecedented levels as more immigrants are creating language sub-cultures. The 1996
statistics from The Department of Immigration and Naturalization Services (INS) show
that, for an estimated 34 million U.S. residents, English is not their first language and
many are not literate in English at all.
Non-English-speaking children are now the fastest growing group in schools in the
United States. In 1990, one child in every twenty enrolled in an American public school
either could not speak English or spoke it so poorly as to need language-assistance programs, according to the 1995 Statistical Record of Latino Americans. This number is
increasing with striking speed; only six years earlier, it had been one child in 30.
Victor Rodriguez came to the U.S. in 1991 , with visions of future success as a radio
broadcaster. He made his home in Logan Square, a predominately Latino area of
Chicago, and found a job working at a Mexican pastry shop. As months turned into
years, Victor felt very comfortable here in the States. In fact, it wasn 't very different
from his home in Columbia. He discovered that there was a multitude of "Spanish only"
TV stations, radio programs and publications. He frequented his favorite Colombian
restaurants, went salsa dancing over the weekend and even attended classes with Spanish

as the language of instruction at Truman College.
"I went almost two weeks without having to say anything in English," he boasted to
me in Spanish.
Victor is not atypical. In fact, more immigrants have been falling into these language
sub-cultures than ever before. Richard Lartlm, author of "The Immigration Time Bomb,"
states that these sub-cultures provide comfort, security and, above all, rid immigrants of
any requirements to learn English and integrate into U.S. culture.
·
The difference between these immigrants and those of previous decades isn't that
they are maintaining their cultural ties bqt that many cannot speak the language of the
country they live in.
Neither Spanish-speaking nor English-speaking citizens are right or wrong, but both
are fighting to preserve their identities among a swiftly changing nation. In the end, it
may be the ethnic population that decides.
Most Latino immigrants come to the United States assuming they will learn English
a nd assimilate with American culture, but once they arrive, it becomes apparent that
learning English in not a necessity to survive, says Stacy Woods, public relations director for English First Lobbying Organization. Her advocates blame the U.S. government
for creating the linguistic division, pointing out that the government caters everything to
immigrants in their own native tongue.
Other lobbyists agree, feeling that it is a contradiction to encourage immigrants to
learn English when our government translates all written material into Spanish and
places Spanish-speaking workers in the government buildings. Advocates of U.S.
English Organization believe wholeheartedly in these fears.
"We are misguided to believe that printing forms in multiple languages is beneficial
for the future of our country," said Daphne Magnuson, director of pubic relations for
EFLO. "It promotes the delay of language assimilation and wastes resources that could
be used to teach English so immigrants could better their lives."
Perhaps language assimilation is not the answer. Already our system is responding to
the large percentage of Latinos, whether we as a country agree or not. You can vote without knowing English (through translated voting cards), become an American citizen,
work, go to school, own a business and live a comfortable life.
In essence, it is almost a wasted effort to argue the vital necessity of English when it
is apparent that it is no longer a necessity at all. Rather, it makes sense to re-examine our
country as a whole and work together to find a solution that assimilates rather than discriminates against ethnic choices. Is the possibility of preserving both languages, and
making English and Spanish the official languages of the United States, outrageous?
Not really, if you consider that these two languages are already the backbone of the
United States linguistics and culture. The divided bilingual system, conflicts within government policy and increasing subcultures are the strongest advocates of a new system.
Countries such as Japan, Sweden, Germany and Canada have already proved that having two official languages not only works, but benefits the citizens, empowering them
with two languages to communicate and relate with.
The answers are not simple, but one thing is for certain. If the United States continues to ignore the growing Latino culture, the system will be forced to decide for itself
based on the inevitable pressures growing within. A change is necessary, whether it be
enforcing English, integrating Spanish or making two official languages.
Language will never be limited to just words-it is a culture all in itself. My hope is
that someday we can all understand the "sale announcement" whether it is in Spanish or
English. After all, this is a democratic country, and we are all entitled to equal
rights ... whether it be for jobs, education or the knowledge that spring tank tops are 50
percent off at Marshall 's.

One last gasp for
a healthy life
Wilfred Brandt

person still loses enough energy to necessitate at least a few hours of sleep. Cutting
Every day, it becomes harder and hard- breathing out of our schedule eliminates
er to discern what's good for our health. the need for even a cat nap after
Anywhere you turn, there's some dorky Thanksgiving dinner, thereby freeing up
guy in a lab coat telling you "eat this" or countless hours for step exercises or
"exercise." The physical fitness experts we1ght lifting.
are doing cartwheels-wait no, cartwheels
And once all that exercising has paid
are bad for you, they now do somersaults. off, you needn' t worry about aging. New
In the nineties, it's anybody's guess how studies show, oxygen intake is entirely
to stay healthy.
responsible for nagging problems like
But not to worry. You don' t need to wrinkly skin and gray hair. Without oxysubscribe to some fancy health magazine gen in our bloodstream, old age will
and read all the latest research to stay in become a novelty of the past, like hula
shape. Who wants to translate all those hoops or multi-colored hula hoops. Many
big
scientific
of our greatest
words
the
}
figures in history
"experts" throw at
caught on early,
you anyway? Well,
decided breathing
with one semester
was for the birds,
of high school
and stayed young
health and e ight
forever. Marilyn
weeks of yoga, I'm no health expert. But Monroe and James Dean knew what they
believe it or not, I have come up with a were doing.
new program for eternal physical and
But what about the most dreaded of all
mental health. It's so easy you can do it at health ailments you ask? Yes, that too is
your home, office or AA meetings. Sound taken care of here. No more worrying
too good to be true? It's not! My key to abo ut love handles, double chins or peaeverlasting health is to cut out that one pie poking your stomach like the
nasty habit we' ve all been guilty of at one Pillsbury Doughboy and expecting you to
time or another. Forget smoking, red meat giggle. As long .as you're in shape now,
or even that six pack of Ding Dongs you can guarantee you won ' t gain any of
stashed in the pantry, the true villain those icky fat cells once you've stopped
behind any human sickness is simple- breathing. This is the wonder diet perfect
breathing.
for Susan Powter! No need for label readYes, it may sound hard to believe, but ing or calorie counting, just sit back and
for years the health professionals have relax. Once the pounds started piling on,
missed the forest for the trees. The intake rocker Jim Morrison wised up and cut
of oxygen into our soggy looking brains oxygen out of his diet completely. And he
has throughout history led to hazards the hasn' t gained a bit since! Imagine how
likes of cancer, heart attacks, psoriasis many pounds Brando could have kept off
and Rambo movies. Think back - could- if he'd only quit breathing after "The
n' t all your ailments have been avoided if Wild One."
you' d simply said " later" to that gaseous
So the next time you ' re fretting over
friend of yours?
which low fat meal or aerobics program is
Plus, breathing uses up valuable ener- right for you, j ust think - there's always
gy that could be better spent rearranging my easy to follow, one step guide for
furniture, or shopping for a new car. Even keeping in tip top shape. And when the
on a day where physical and mental activ- health community "experts" jump on the
ity is limited only to breathing (i.e. during bandwagon, remember, you heard it here
MTV Real World marathon), the average first.

ljjii)ij2fui!%Ji10Jl

Corrections and Clarifications
In the May 5th issue, Carol R. Vanselow took the photographs of the students who
made the Reebok commericial.
i11 3 was the company that co-produced the commericial with ' Redcar' productions.
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"All the nuts that are unfit to print elsewhere!"
This page rated S H--the discretion of a sense of humor is required. The opinions represented herein are not those of the college, Journalism Department, Chronicle or, in
some cases, anybody in their right mind.
When sending correspondence to the Shoots And Letters Department, please also include your name and phone number for verification purposes. You can "write" us in
the following ways: Mail: c/o Columbia College Chicago Chronicle, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, IL 60605; FAX: (312) 427-3920; e-mail: Chron96@ interaccess.com;
Web page message board: http://wwwS.interaccess.com/chronicle. We reserve the right to edit all submissions for length and clarity.

In response to...
I'm writing in response to Marc Roman
Bravo's letter of May 5. Marc never mentioned his frustration regarding writing
assessment to me. Nor did he report frequen tly canceled classes, a situation that is
not tolerated in the English Department.
Marc did, however, speak to me about
technica l diffic ulties in his computer
assisted composition course. I sent him to
the Acting Director o f Composition (not
the substitute c hair as Marc's letter
states -though I understand the large
numbe r o f "acting" titles is confusing)
who met with Marc's instructor to discuss
and correct the matter. If the technical
problems pers isted, Marc should have
again addressed me or the Acting Director
of Composition.
The college is devoting a great deal of
resou rces to g uarantee stude nts have
access to the latest technology. Most of the
new computer-assisted classes have
received favorable evaluations. A survey
in one class indicated that the stude nts
overwhelmingly favored working on their
writing in a computer environment. One
student said "[In the computer classroom]
I get a lot more help and a lot of different
opinions and suggestions." Another said
"It's nice to just come in and sit down and
start working .. .I find it an interesting way
to learn." Another commented, "I have
benefitted greatl y." Another liked the
immediate feedback. The list of compliments was long. Because the program is
new this semester, we expected a period of
transition to work out the bugs. We also
expect both ' the program and the instructors' experie nce to grow stronger each
semeste r.
The English Department has an excelle nt computer lab and very dedicated
instructors. I hope the complaints of one
student will not deter others from trying
the computer-assisted classroom. I encourage other students to contact me with any
comments, suggestions or complaints
Thank you.
Garnett Kilberg Cohen
Acting Chair. English Department
Ms . Cohen: Perhaps we were wrong
about Mr. Bravo all along. We were all
excited about having a super hero within
our ranks at Columbia, to combat administrative mischief and naked folks running around . Now, however, we're wondering If Johnny Bravo ...er, Marc Roman
Bravo, is really a super villain in super
hero's clothing . Or perhaps News Editor
Jim Boozer is a little too excited about
his new Dr. Octopus Underoos!-tds.

More in
response ...
An article highlighting the Columbia
College Stude nt Medical Insurance Plan
was included in The Chronicle's Ma rch 24
edition. Ms. LaValle did coutact my ortlcc
and ~ poke with me regarding the c urrent
policy and the improvements we arc incorporating into the I 997-YH policy. Though
~o rne of the coverages me ntioned in the
article we re correct, many we re not correctl y ex plained. To that end , I have outlined hclow the corrections and enclosed a
brochure as a reference.
Jn addition, I want to s ires~ that all
in~ u red ~tud c nl~ that ha ve any questio ns or
proble ms regarding the health plan should
contac_t our office at 1-H00-457-5599 oremail Studntcarc(@ao l.com. We arc rcspon~ihlc for ~cr vici n g the Columbia College

Cantonese?.

Plan and ass tstmg insured students In the word "particular" earlier. The writer
resolving any issues wnich might arise.
claims that she· saw the band perform on
Coverage Corrections:
April 24 in Milwaukee. Ms. Hardaway, are
I. If a student has an accident and the you sure you are writing about the same
I am happy that Columbia is increasing
injury requires medical treatment, the band here? Kiss performed April 23 in its rate of foreign student enrollme nt.
insurance company (after the $25 Madison, Wiss, and yes, it was a brilliant However, I can't find another Hong Kong
deducti ble) will pay 100 percent of the show. You would think that you would at guy in Columbia. I always speak English
Reasonable and Customary expenses up to least get the date and city right if you were here. Sometimes I want to voice and share
$2,500. Therefore, the company pays 80 going to write a review of a performance.
my opinion and emotion with someone of
Lastly, even though I don't believe you the the same background about Hong
percent of the Reasonable and Customary
expenses up to a maximum of $50,000 per attended the show, a review is supposed to Kong news and stuff. In fact, I can't find
injury.
round up the things that happened on anyone who speaks Cantonese so far.
2. Covered expenses include hospital stage, not outside. Who cares how many Please tell me how I can meet a Cantonese
confineme nt, physician, surgery, X-ray people were outside looking for tickets? guy or j oin a Chi nese club at Columbia.
and lab services, prescribed medicines, use Wouldn't you rather mention how singer
Anthony Lai
of an ambula nce and othe r medically nee- and guitarist Paul Stanley flew to the back
essary services.
of the arena, or how lead guitarist Ace Mr lai: Try floor 3 of the Wabash Bldg.
3. If a student has an illness which Frehley's guitar shot rockets to the ceil ing for information on student organizations
requires medical treatment, the insurance of the arena during his solo? None of that, and, in the mean time, catch reruns of
company (after a $25 deductible) will pay or any other specifics of the performance ~Hong Kong PhooeyH on cable.-tds.
the reasonable and customary expenses up were mentioned.
I surely hope this story was used as a
to the allocated amount listed in the
brochure, for the first $2,500 of paid fi ller, beca use if it wasn' t, you have big
expenses. Thereafter, the company pays 80 problems. I also surely hope that Doc
percent o f reasonable and customary McGhee, or anyone from the band's pubexpenses up to a maximum of $50,000 per licity department, gets a copy of the story.
sickness.
They are tough enough to get tickets
4. The c urrent plan already covers MRI through, but to please, even tougher.
Thank you for your time. I hope my let~
and other diagnostic scans. This benefit is
being increased up to $1,000 for next year. tcr will be worthwhile.
You guys need to do a story or: column
5. The inpatie nt mental health coverage
Jason/Onefvc214@aol.com on what's going on up on th~ seventh floor
will be increased from $5,000 to $ 10,000
Via e-mail at WCRX 88.1. If•you·tUne irt to 'the Radio
for next year. The outpatient mental health PS. Ms. Hardaway, Kiss has released 30 Party Tbesdlt}'"A>fiemoons '~Jl>'~p.mlFatr: .
coverage will stay the same.
' album's, not ·25 as you stated:·Just'thought 'Scotf 1
Trunda
. '!MorningS' .
Ms. LaValle's recent article has helped I' d let you know that.
(Wednesday-Friday), you'll find out that
me realize how we have to continue to
there's a lot more going on than dance
improve· the language in the brochure so ~Jason/ OnefixH: Ms. Hardaway's story music. A lot of us, especially me, give the
that it is clear and understandable to the what not used as filler-<1nd quit calling Chronicle a lot of attention.
us Shirley! (We've been waiting all
general student population.
Lonnie
Should you have any questions, please semester to use that one!) But seriouslyVia online forum
do not hesitate to contact my office.
-okay, not seriously-you may be suffer·
Teresa Koster ing from Kiss addiction if you have one or lonnie: We may indeed follow up with
President, Koster Insurance more of the following symptoms: 1) this for a story, but we'd listen to WCRX

Arm-chair
editor. gives
assig~ment

Ms. Koster: Now we understand why Ms.
Lavalle has been wondering around the
Chronicle office in a daze chanting ~we
want a deductible, not one of the
HuxtablesH! In any event, thank you for
submitting this scintillating insurance
manifesto to our pages! This should help
Copy Editor Jerry La Buy get back on his
napping schedule!-tds.

KISS this
Being a former A&E editor and writer
for two college papers, I try to read your
paper as much as possible, especially the
features section.
As I turned to the back page of your
April 28 issue, I was ha ppy to see an article on the band Kiss. I must warn you that
I am a huge fan of the band, seeing them
I 0 times on this reunion tour. I read the
article, what there was of it, qui te intently.
First and foremost, was this story supposed to be a review or preview? Never in
the article did the writer mention any
specifics of this "particular" show. I will
get to the reason for the quotes late r. Using
the te rm "you could expect to hear" would
usually he used in a preview of a conce rt,
not a revie w.
Now this point may not he understood
hy people who arc not fans of the band . As
the write r stated many times in her story,
this tour is a re union, with the original
members. She sa ys she was a little d issapointcd that the hand didn't perform the
songs " I Love it Loud" or "Lick it Up." If
she knows an ything about the band, she
would know that two of the original me mbers didn ' I record o n eithe r of those songs.
They had nothing to do with them. Why
expect to hear those songs if the original
hand didn ' t record the m?
I3ack to the reason I used quotes around

Spraining your tongue by hanging by it
from a chin-up bar in an attempt to
lengthen it 2) Spending more money on
makeup than Ru Paul and Dennis
Rodman combined or 3) Writing college
newspapers with rambling (and, frankly,
not worthwhile, to answer your final
question) letters nit-picking about Kiss
articles.-tds.

more If we could tune it in up here! We'll
be requesting our own wire to the station
but-<'mon, we can't even get 'em to turn
the heat down up here. It's like a Turkish
bath in this office, and some of us are a
little sick of Opinion Editor Robert
Stevenson walking around in a purple,
Barry White-style bathrobe!-£ds.

•
An Anime
Need more 1n
the story
fanime
Dear Mr. Kaneya, fA response to Copy Editor Rui
Kaneya ~· story on foreign college students
in the April 2 1 Chronicle/
As a Columbia college student, I was
excited to know that the number of foreign
s tude nts are increasing every year.
Personally, I thought it was a very good
topic to discuss but I felt that Mr. Kaneya
a nd the editors didn't put much effort into
this article. First, Mr. Kaneya shows how
the percentage of foreign stude nt increasing in many colleges including Columbia.
As a reader, I wanted know why more foreign students are coming to American colleges. Also, it would be nice if Mr. Kaneya
added a real foreign student's voice.
Sincerely,
Jihyuk Park
Jlhyuk: You're absolutely right! We most
certainly should have added a real foreign student's voice to Kaneya's article,
so we' re Including this update from
Blggul Vrrztllk: "Orgody ziervoyq xexexrvty grrnt!" Unfortunately, Ms. Vrrztllk
Is from the planet Schnlckerpiz and we
are unable to translate.-tds.

Anyone speak

Hello. I came to Columbia College last
fall and I must say it is wonderful here. I
am having a great time. I read the
Chronicle every chance I get and the writers and photographers put forth a lot of
effort into their articles. Keep it up gang.
My main reason fore-mailing you guys
is because I have a question. I have seen a
lot o f student clubs a nd organizations that
are really cool. But I know there are some
college students who are big Anime
(Japanese animation) fans. I would like to
see an Anime club here. Anime clubs are
popping up at the U of C, and U of
Michigan. In fact, colleges from every
state have anime clubs. They plan trips to
Anime conventions and have fancl ub services on the Inte rnet. I would like to start
an Anime club here at Columbia but what
must I do to get the organization off the
ground and where would I go from here?
Please hel p meeccc! !! !!!!
Ukkvo2799@aol.com
· Via online forum
"Ukkyo" : We too would like to see more
animation at Columbio-malnly, we wish
some of the aides in our departments
were a little more animated!-£ds.
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This
Is
This

Stu ff
from
Staff

Bob Chiarito

Doug Arnold

Coming up at 10...
ast week, British Prime
Minister John Major was
trounced in his country 's general election by a Clintonesque moderate, Labor leader Tony Blair. A few
days later, Irish Prime Minister John
Bruton called for a "real" cease-fire
from Irish Republican Army supporters.
Back home, the U.S. House of
Representatives approved a measure
forcing public housing residents to do
eight free hours of community work a
month or face eviction. Former POW
Pete Peterson went to Hanoi to serve as
America's first U.S. Affibassador to
communist Vietnam and a compromise to the "Partial-Birth" abortion
issue was proposed by democrats.
Here in Chicago, three Gresham
cops may face federal corruption
charges for crimes they committed in
1995. Allegedly they left their district
and drove to the home of a South
Shore family, pushing their way in
while posing as federal agents, and
then demanded money while beating
them.
In Bridgeport, an honor student
from Whitney Young High School was
allegedly beaten by police after they
mistook him for a fleeing gang member. "Calabrese Street Crew" member
Philip "Pete" Fiore was convicted of
racketeering, extortion and collection
of high-interest loans and was ordered
to forfeit $2.6 .million and HUD filed a
complaint. ajl'ainst jnfamous•. slumlord
A. Bruce Rozet.
· .,
If you weren't aware of these
events, it's okay. It's not your fault,
even if you weren' t on vacation. You
see, somehow the news media in this
town decided that covering the Jerry
Springer saga was more important than
covering the news. While the Springer
fiasco prompted a debate about balancing entertainment with news on television news broadcasts, little was said
about how newspapers are going down
the same yellow path.
The other day, while talking to a
friend , I proudly pointed out the fact
that newspaper reporters never talk
about how many newspapers were sold
the previous day, unlike the broadcast
smucks who always are talking about
their station's ratings. But after looking
at the front pages of area newspapers
this week, it is obvious that newspapers are just as soft and sensational.
While the departure of Channel 5
anchor Carol Marin and Jerry
Springer's brief stint at doing commentary was newsworthy, it was hardly worthy of continued front-page
attention. Nor was the story about a
Loop office building that will be converted to residential condos or the
story about the Costa Rican campaign
to save-the-turtles.
Those stories all got front-page
attention, as did the latest Kennedy
sleaze scandal and the murder of real
estate mogul Lee Miglin, who at the
age of 72, probably only had a few
years left anyway.
The fact remains that this is a business and TV news and newspapers will
continue to inform the public about
Oprah's new hair style and Fergie's
speaking fee if that's what sells. But
based on the disastrous ratings of the
Channel 5 News last week, there may
still be hope.
If you' re tired of seeing newspaper
stories on issues that don' t effect anyone, as I am, you should fight back.
Write to the papers and let the overpaid, under-worked editors and pub·lishers know you' ve had enough. That
is, if you can pull yourself away from
watching "Ellen" heroically kiss
another woman.

BC-Ch.5 News, 10 P.M.,
June 2, 1997: "Thank you
for making us your choice
for news. This Is Allison Rosati, for
Ron Magers, who's taken an indefinite vacation."
"This month we have a new voice
for our 'Another Point of View' segment, in which we present a variety
of different people with different
points of view. Channel 5 stresses
that the opinions expressed are solely
those of the commentator, and not
necessarily of NBC or its employees.
Here with today's point of view is
Tova, a transsexual prostitute."
"Thank you Alice. First of all, I'd
like to say that I just don' t understand
why that Carol lady was such a bit**
about my good friend Jerry being on
the news. Big Jerry, as I call him, is
one of the best men I know, and baby,
I know LOTS of men !
"If it wasn't for Big Jerry giving
me my television debut, I wouldn 't
have gotten to shake my (bleep) on
Jenny, Ricki or Gordon, and I wouldn' t be talkin' to y'all today.
"And baby, Jerry's so GOOD to
his guests ! He put me up for the
weekend in that fancy hotel, so for
once I didn't have to do my tricks in
that alley off North Avenue with rats
crawlin' up my (bleep). And the
recognition is SO good for business!
(Bleep) baby, just look at these
clothes! You think I could have
afforded this (bleep) before?
"Anyway," Tova looks off camera. "Don' t tell me to watch my
mouth, stagehand mother-(bleeper)it's my point of view and I'll say
whatever the (bleep) I want. And
don't think I can't see you rollin'
your eyes at me, Alicia Roselli; think
you ' re better than me?''
Suddenly Tova jumps on top of
the anchor desk, squeezing his buttocks with both hands and waving it
at the camera while singing the chorus of a Spice Girls song.
"If you wanna be my lover, first
you gotta be my-oh, excuse me-l
forgot myself for a minute." Sitting
back down, " WELL, as I was saying
before I was so RUDELY interrupted, Jerry is a classy guy and deserves
to be on the news more than that
Carol lady does anyway.
"Now that I got that out of the
way, I want to say, Carlo, I know you
are out there watching, and if you're
with that Rhonda (bleep) I'm gonna
find out, and I'm gonna beat the
(bleep) out of both your (bleep)!
"I to ld ·y ou o nce to shut the
(bleep) up; don't make me walk over
there!"
"Carlo, I ain' t out there sellin' it
every weekend and going on TV and
(bleep) keeping your (bleep) off food
stamps so you can (bleep) the neighbor's babysitter every time your wiggly little (bleep) itches !"
Two bulky men in headsets and
orange windbreakers that read
"Security" approach Tova from both
sides and each grab an arm.
"Get your (blccp)-ing hands off
me, punk mothcr-(blcep)! Who the
hell do yo u think you arc treating me
like this? I' m a STAR COMMENTATOR! I don ' t need this j ob, you
know. Chan nel 2 wants me BAD!
You think they like ' We ige l's
Wcincrs'? You sho uld have seen
their faces when they got a load of
Tova' a titties!"
The scene fades to black, and then
the obligatory "We Arc Experienci ng
Technical Difficulties" scrc.:cn kicks
in . After several minutes. the silence
is broken by a commerciaL
"Tomorrow on Springer. .. " .

N

L

Just who is
cheating whom?
P

erhaps it is a reflection of the stripped-down morality rampant in our generation, or maybe, as Rui Kaneya's front-page story reports, it is an age-old
activity that has never gone away. But despite a clear explanation for why
people commit plagiarism-whether it be pure laziness, lack of initiative or simply
lack of intelligence (although the reasons do not matter)- the strongest factor in discussion over this issue lately is, of course, the Internet.
Along with obscenity and child corruption, we can now add obstruction of education to the ever-growing list of evils spawned of the Internet. While completely
against the principles of education, plagiarism, which is being subversively promoted at Web sites such as "School Sucks" and "Evil House of Cheating," should not
become another one of the compiling issues facing our freedom of expression
because, with <?r without this technology, cheaters will always find a way to cheat.
1
As an infoimational resour.ce, these Web sites do help to provide students with a
starting point for the tedious process of essay outlining and formulation. If simply
used as a guide or as part of research, then where is the problem if students cite the
forum as a research utility?
And for those who want to use the Internet as a tool for plagiarism, then you must
consider the possibility of getting caught. As Jeff Schiff, acting director of composition in the English Department, suggests, a good instructor may be able to spot a plagiarized piece of writing, for such a teacher monitors students' writing processes and
progressions. We even suggest that teachers take time to search the Web for the types
of topics being offered in these arenas and then proceed to formulate essay ideas outside of the offerings.
As for students, the ultimate reprimand for cheating is eventually paid back in the
real world where such behavior just won't fly, or at least not for long. College is not
only about education, it is about discipline. If you cannot restrain yourself to noble
and honest behavior in this area of life, your lack of self-determination will ultimately shine through the facade of illumination you try to portray. As the cliche
insists, you are only cheating yourself.

If you know som eth ing, or think
someth ing fis hy is going on, tell
us about it! ·
Its easy to get in touch with us~
On the Internet:
E-Mail us at: Chron96@interaccess.com
Website: Http://wwwS.interaccess.com/chronicle
FAX us:
312-427-3920
Or write us:
The Chronicle
600 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 802-W
Chicago, IL 60605-1996
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Another Level
@Lit X
By John Henry Biederman
Editor-in-Chief

Photo by John Hen ry Biederman

Arout this ser1es
I

Tina M. Howell has hosted the
reading here since 1994, being
hand-picked by the owners
bookstore to carry on the tradition of the now legendary
(but defunct) Spices reading, fusing poetry, music
and hip-hop (plus the
occasional comedy) for
a
predominantly
A fr ic an -A me ric an
crowd. The event begins
on Saturday night at 7
p.m. and runs until II :30
p.m. at 1570 112 N. Damen
Ave. Occasionally, Literary
Explosion co-sponsors events
with the Guild Complex in its
Chopin Theater.
Most of the time, this space operates
as an African-American bookstore selling
everything from history to self-help in literature and everything from hemp wear to
African style clothing in other goods. While
the poetry takes place in a side room, and the
open mic doesn't usually begin until 8 p.m.
or later, the entire space becomes a gathering
place before the actual reading begins. Food
is prepared, friends catch up with one another, and people just hang, occasionally heading out into downtown Wicker Park to grab
beverages or a cigarette.
"It's more than just the open-mic. We
hang out, talk, offer one another support."
Howell recalls a time when her life
seemed futile and hope was scarce. With the
help of Maria McCray-now the host of
P.O.E.T.S.' open-mic on Monday nightsHowell found support and a much-needed
creative outlet at Spices, a club that formerly served much the same role as Lit X in the
late '80s and early '90s.
"Before I found Spices, I had nowhere to
do that, so I wanted to carry that tradition on.
It's a damn basement, but it's home."
Unlike many poets on the scene, however, Howell is in comes nowhere close to tak-

ing herself too seriously. In fact, she might
make a fine comidienne, often bringing the
crowd to racous laughter with her jokes,
impersonations and wild gestures.
Lit X goes out of its way to avoid repetition-a magician even performed here once.
On some nights the event will focus on comedy and laughter, on others it may focus on
helping an attendee who's down and out. It's
more than a pdetry venue, it's a haven of
artistic expression that often provides a positive outlet in a world where negative outlets
often seem the only place to turn.
"As long as I save a couple homeys from
the streets, I can feel like I've made a difference," Howell said.
Hanging in the side room before the open
mic sitting in a card table chair, or on a
couch, someone may ask to "bum a beat" off
another patron adept at hip-hop style "mouth
music." When obliged, a poet will rap some
verse over the beat, someone may pull out a
bongo. In the absence of a drum, ·rhythm is
created by clapping hands, tapping chairswhatever can make the music.
Lit X does carry on a historic traditionimprovised music, and oral as opposed to literary expression, has attained a level of mastery in these settings, influenced by centuries of African-American oppression. (As
slaves, African Americans learned to make
due despite meager resources and discouragement from literacy.) The event begins
with patrons offering a libation of water to
their relatives, friends or ancestors via a potted plant. And Lit X, too, carries on the more
recent tradition begun at Spices.
But Lit X is its own phenomenon.
" It's Spices with a very big twist,"
Howell said. "It's a place where you can go
that extra step."
While the venue may focus on AfricanAmerican issues, Howell encourages everyone to come out, and there is usually a racial
diversity among patrons. Important issues
are explored in this basement, and free
expression is one of the few rules for the
stage.
"People get offended and leave," said
Howell, "but they come back."

Photo l'Y Blair Fredrick
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POETRY SCENE
CONTINUING SERIES

I ' ve come a long way sin~ moving to the
Ghicago.
,
_·, I came here '.rro.m rural, buek·white Mdhn:ry
County and expeSted the city to be a bm:en of divers!·
ty and acceptance'.J thoughh lot ohaosts happened
to exist in the oonnl.ry becansii they didn't know any·
tblng but whlte-J aUhO!Jgh you certainly can't say
everyone out in the .$6~ is a racist). J had met jerks,
geniuses, idiots, -.lieople.users and altruists among
mostly white pepple, sp I didn't see why all these types
wouldn't exist'in' inY otber rnce.

:~'h:!~~:.:i:~~rmm~• emtsf
:~nmovint
to the city
here. · ''City o

~Jiat··a<itr~at; I'!~~ HH~tde

~i!i!WbOrboods!;;~i~ ~~upheml$11\ for ;segregation. Jt
:ilso became quic~y. apparent that r was blinded by
nai:v,ete. Whi~l,~I~,Wrned to me on the bus, nssum·
lng I was one ot"tb~m," to u«tr·"damn nlggers'' or
''look 'at that
"
en -poonnle ot c)tber races board·
ed:/j bad Ali'
'n~dtn tne "6ppressor'' and
•
things
.9~ l)~ll,!g ~ltlte. gd stand on the
·
.:mO(rtty w!Q~~:headiog n11:rtb
th. rd· go to bars and

Photo by Blair Fredrick

;ded '~-d :see M .more

rsj
own up/ •
,
j i tdid
.
.. . ·ng:with' those of' other races
~ntil I found,ffi~;~~ Poe@ Scene.
,
•:;- J'm notsa.yiilifj}lat:'}be Scene Is some Utopia of rnce
relations wltere every(loe gets along perfectly. Many
readin~s a~ti populated by a sizable majority of one
race or anot.Jler.J was warned against going to Spices
;ffl,a '!'I#~ b_tlyani'! tQld ohn ugly: scene res'!~ ling when
a ;W.fUte host of another venue tried. And the group
known overall as artists is composed of human beings,
after all, a.nd contl!ins bad apples amo.ng its ranks.
Jn today's sc:ene, howeverj a new openness exists.
I 've made just a bont every reading in town and been,
o.n .more than one occasion, one of only two or three
white faces In the · crowd~nd even been the only
white f.ace before. May~ it does feel strange at first,
but I reminded my¢ 1t0"ptople of other races get used
to feeling lhls way early In life.'' I feel that I'm obligat·
lid to put silly fl!ll~-'~de and work toward a point
where I'm just out around people-xwl out among a
bunch of people unlike- me.
During :readings like Ut X's, I feel that way. Out
among other poets, all with similar hopes, fears and
dreams.
...
Again, the ~ne'_s not perfect--but it's a much
uwre inclusive envirorunel)t thau society at large and,
tOr the most pairt; it$ members are willing to tcy a little
harder.lo:fa !J~,H~r~qtW• .¥1d we could aU lear.n a lot

tfom 'tOday~$ Clilatgo'P~try ·Scene.
'

Photo by John Henry Biederman

Clockwise, from upper left: Host Tina Howell cracks up the
crowd; a view of the proceedings from the back of the room;
Mario "X" (left), co-host at large, poses in the bookstore with
Bang Masta D ; Edith Ann Giles titilates the crowd with another
of her baudy poems; and controversial poet/activist Joffre
Stewart reads against a Bob Marley backdrop.

Photo by John Henry Biederman
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. 1\ few weeks ago, I jumped o n th e guys for being
Jerks . I ~as !Ired o f the lies, c heating and the
ga mcs- s ".ly ga mes they play to ge t women into hcd .
1\nd I sti ll s tand hy that- m ost men arc jerks. T he re
arc so many men who treat wome n like they' re brainless a nd mcapahlc of seeing thro ug h the lit any of lies
thrown at us by men who o bvious ly be lieve we're
JUst. too dumb to know the diffcrcn<.:c. We arc j ust hiologKall y mfcnor women, n g ht?
A few people have asked me w hy I didn't at least
lay so me of the blame o n wome n, or a t least point out
th at there were women who play s imilar, if no t the
same, games .
I <.: ou ld have do ne it the n, but I didn ' t. I didn't
because then my o ri g nina l arg ume nt wouldn' t have
had mud1 of a n c ffc<.: t. If I'd ha lan<.:cd my a rg ument
a nd s:ud th at men are.rcrks, hut women arc stupid. I'd
ha ve bee n ac<.:uscd o f be ing an anti- fe ma le male
has her.
But. why arc women stupid (o r desperate) e noug h
to take the <.: rap these j erks dis h o ut. Why?
Is It be<.:ause they do n' t realize that they QQ.n.:.1 need
m en to make the ir lives comple te? Me n a rc s uc h a
small part o f the big picture.
We do n' t need men . They' re nice to have aro und
but we don't rea ll y need them. And we certainl y
do n' t need any of the j e rks.
. Most o f the women who hang on to losers and
JCrks do so because they fear tha t they will won ' t find
someone else. They fear being alo ne a nd no t hav ing
someone to love. T hey don ' t seem to realize that they
can love the mselves.
Any woma n w ho can love a nd apprec iate he rself
won't settle for an ything less than a man w ho thinks
the wo rld o f her.
. Be lieve me, bc in9 alone is a lot better than being
rn a dc struc tr vc rclatl o nshrp.

• • • • • •

. And no w o n to wome n w ho play s ill y games. I
thmk wome n play these ridiculous gam es to show

that they' re in contro l. Nice g uys beware. These
women come after you first!
Problem woman #1 : The nirt. She nirts with
othe r me n when you ' re aro und just to get a rise
out of you. If you ig nore her, she' ll do it more
and if yo u play the jealous boyfriend, she· II ca ll
you a possessive j erk. Yeah, in this game you can
o nl y lose.
Problem woman #2: What about the woman
who loves to have men faw ning over her. She
wai ts for guys to completely fall for her and then
she drops them. Why? Because s he likes to. It
makes her feel good about herself. And she fears
commitme nt. Guys who think they' re hip to her
ga me will try to fei g n dis interest, not realizing
that thrs makes her lose mtercst even faster.
Problem woman #3: This wom an has a
hoyrric nd, hut s he's shown some inte rest in you.
Shes a lways nrrtmg, maybe you' ve eve n go ne out
with her. S he tells you about all the problems s he 's
hav mg wr th her boyfriend and m akes yo u believe that
thei r relationship is failing. S he docsn ' t want to leave
him, she just wa nts him to realize that she could ge t
someone e lse rf she had to. Just when you think
you' re gettin g somew here wi th her, the boy frie nd
wil l have come around and you will o nce aga in be
alone. 1\nd if she's rea ll y tro uble, yo u could have a
j ealous boyfri end after you.
. H ow do we know when someo nc's playing some
n~r cu l ous rmnd game wrth us? We us ually don ' t until
rt s a ll over. But we can learn fro m o ur bad experi e nces and. come to know w he n we' re be ing toyed
w ith. Don t be the same fool twice .

• • • • • •
Eve n though I didn ' t get a s ing le S cenic Baby 1
requested. I have ano ther s mall favor to as k: I need
~om en (no t fo r me) for some of my male fri ends. No,
I m no t runnmg a prostitution rin g thro ugh th e
C hronr cle. I JUSt know a few [nice] g uys who co uld
usc a date o r two.
They' re no t ugl y or twistcd-j.Jst not dating at the
mome nt.
Wh y am I going through all the trouble o f try ing
to fix these guys up? I don ' t know. May be it 's
because I finally got a date (and yes. there was a sccond.?ate) a nd I'd like to see them have " first date jitters a nd all the ot her s tuff tha t goes alo ng with a first
date.
All these poor g uys are lookin g for is a woman
( fo r each o f them-they don' t wa nt to share) who is
inte lligent and fun. But they o nl y want wome n who
arc serio us-they've played enough games. If you
find that you' rc not interested just say so, do n' t tease .
All n ght, ladtes, now you know the rules. So if
you want a sho t a t a couple of rea ll y sweet guys, contact m e at the Chronic le . Write, e-m a il, fa x, phone or
drop by.

Summer Jobs
to $13.00/hour
This summer you can earn from
$7.00-$13.00 per hour
(depending on your skills).

May 1.2, 1997

NoselliDRI

Looking for people to conduct customer service follow-ups. $8.00 for good attendance, $9.50 for excellent perfonnancc, higher pay on weekends. Flexible hours.
Located steps from Chicago & Franklin "L" slop. Call today! 312-640-2563.

Teleuwteters Wanted!
Part-time,nex. hours, biz to biz sales. Qualified leads, hourly @ $7 plus
CommtssiOn, make up to 30k. Open 7:15 to 5:15 M-F, must work minimum of25
hours/ week. Small loop location, call773-509-6859 and leave a message.

SPRING IIIIW-l:ancun or Mazatlan.
Sell15 trips &travel free+ cash.
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!
Call Sun breaks 1-800-446-8355.

.Mottl L In the Harrison Hotel. Newly decordted, carpeted, nicely-furnished,
maid service, 24 Hr. Switchboard, Laundry room on premises. Student
Discount. Call now, 312-427-8000.

Spring hkl Tmel Fl!e!
Organize a small group, earn$$$. Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas.
Packages mclude: 2 meals and 3111's. All-you-can-drink daily.
Surf and Sun Tours--Don 800-763-5606.
.Music Industry Internship
Asylm Marketi ng seeks intern in Chicago, sophomore/above. 15-25 hrs./wk
reqnrred. Knowledge of new music and your market a must. Ability to get college credit a plus. Call Gloria @ (213) 368-4738
or fax resumes to (213) 954-7622.

Ftmdraisor- Motivated groups needed Lo earn $500+ promoting AT&T
Discover, gas and retail cards.
'
Since 1969, we've helped thousands of groups raise the money they need Call
Gina at (BOO) 592-2121 Ext. 198.
.
Free CD to qualified callers.

Need entry-level or ex.perienced salesperson to ~II commercial photo lab servtces. Full- and part-ttme needed. Salary or Commission negotiable. Located in
Addison. Call (630) 543-2556.

BR!IDS.JIIWDS.JIIWDS.•Fast,Ouality, Professional braids. 10 years experience. Low Rates. Save $$$.
Call Nana 312-262-9795.

Same week pay
Work in pleasant Loop or
Michigan Avenue offices.
We need people skilled
in the following areas:

• Wordprocessing
• Secretarial

• Reception

Most positions require typing skills
of45 wpm.

FOR AN APPOINTMENT,
CALL BETH AT

(312) 782-7215

APPROPRIATE
PERSONNEL

SBF petite, smart, fun, and ohhh sooo sassy, ~eks Sill who is big (tall) beautiful and brilliant, who likes to party. No losers (you know who you are) ~eed
apply. Please write me in care oflhe Chronicle, code I A1125.

"''f. handsome, 30-l~h. 5'10", 160 lbs., dark blond, hazel eyes, HIV- and very
muscular. rm a channing, sexy, caring
romantic Leo looking for an allractive, intelligent, wann, compassionate man. I
ama non-smoker/non-dn~g
user who seeks same. I enjoy quiet time at home, which includes romantic dinners and thought-provoking conversation. Please write me if you want someone
strong to keep you wann on those cold winter nighL~.
code# Al028.

To respond ~o a Personal ad, write to the code number in care of The Chronicle,
600 S. Michigan Ave., Chir.agn, ll. 60605.
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Litany of lofty local affairs
Columbia Events

City Stuff

Digital Domain meeting
Ben Estes, editor for the On-line Tribune, speaks to students interested in
keeping up with today's technology.
Columbia College Residence Center
731 S. Plymouth Ct.
May 15, 4:30 p.m.-7 p.m.
The 1997 Master of Arts and Master of Fine Arts Thesis Exhibition
A group exhibition of work by eight Columbia College graduate students in
photography.
Columbia College Art Gallery
April 28-May 9
Distractions
The Dance Center of Columbia College proudly presents a senior performance featuring Tiffany Bowden and Deborah Dohrman.
The Dance Center
4730 N. Sheridan Rd.
May 16-17, 8 p.m.
FREE
773-989-3310
Columbia's Cooking with Buddy's
An evening of music, food and camaraderie to promote the recently published
"Taste of Columbia" cookbook and raise funds for Columbia College
Chicago's Residence Center Student Scholarship. Entertainment by Columbia
faculty will feature jazz vocalist Bobbi Wilsyn.
Buddy Guy Legend's
May 14, 5:30 p.m.-8 p.m.
$35 (including cookbook)
312-663-1600, Ext. 5287
The Best of Student Performance Night
The Dance Center will host original works choreographed and performed by
Columbia students.
The Dance Center
4730 N. Sheridan Rd.
May 22- 23, 8 p.m.
FREE
773-989-3310
The Columbia Poetry Review celebration
The annual publication will celebrate 10 years of cutting-edge wordplay with
a publishing party featuring readings by the magazine's contributors.
Hokin Hall
623 S. Wabash
May 28, 4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
FREE
3 12-663-1600, Ext. 5250
Book and Paper Arts Center installation
Book and ·paper artwork by Pamela Paulsrud, Clare Dolan and Larry Oberc
will be shown alongside a set of urban landscapes and a performance by
Barbara Bansley.
Columbia College Center for Book and Paper Arts
218 S. Wabash, 7th floor
May 16, 5 p.m. (Performance)
May 16 through June 30 (Exhibit)
312-431-8612

''7 Artists in Search"
Thesis performances by members of Inter Arts graduating class include dance
and multimedia performances.
Randolph Street Gallery
756 N. Milwaukee
May 22-May 25
FREE

Music
"Night of Reckoning" release show
The artist/owners of the Nashville independent record label Dead Reckoning Records
will celebrate two years of business with a show in Chicago.
Shuba's
3 159 N. Southport
May 17, 10 p.m.
Local venues upcoming shows
May 17-13 MG at the Dome Room
May 21 - Me'Shell Ndegeocello at the Vic Theater
May 27-Gene at the Metro
May 3 1- Yo La Tengo at the Metro

Performance
The Actors Gymnasium Performs
The organization's second annual benefit show is an evening of short performance
works by members of the faculty, talented theater artists in Chicago.
Noyes Cultural Arts Center
927 Noyes Street, Evanston
May 15, 8 p.m.
312-328-2795
Skeletons
Strawdog Theatre presents a new play by local playwright Lauren Berman that causes
audiences to ponder the ideas of family bonds, sibl ing rivalry, first love and unspoken
trust.
Strawdog Theatre
May 5-June 14
3829 N. Broadway
773-528-9696
Under the Picasso
Presented at noon each weekday at the Daley Civic Center arc the followi ng programs
for this week:
May 12- Exceptional Children's Week featuring children with disabilities
participating in multiple performing arts programs.
May 13- Crete Monee High School presents "THE FACES," a girls chorus from
Crete, Ill inios.
May 14-- Exceptional Children's Week. Performing arts program.
May 15- Alligator Week. Blues concert sponsored by Alligator Records.
May 16- "Tap" That's Dancing. Program kicks off National Tap Dance Week, May
19-26.

Exhibits
" 1997 Undergraduate Show"
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago presents an exhibition featuring work by 235
students completing their bachelor of fine arts degrees, bachelor of interior architecture
degrees and post-baccalaureate certificates.
School of the Art Institute
280 S. Columbus Dr.
Through May 17
312-563-5168

Discussion
"Gangs, Jobs and Culture"
Noted author and criminal justice instructor John M. Hagedorn will participate in a
forum that offers the community insightful, provocative infonnation in the form of proposals, challenges and solutions on the topic.
Pulaski Park Fieldhouse
Blackhawk and Noble
May 14,7 p.m.
•
773-278-0775

columbia college's Jazz Ensemble yeiformed at
the chtcago cultural center on sJOUlay, May f.

Photos by Blair Fredrick
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Cinco De Mayo festivities
took place throughout
the city on May 5.
The Mexican holiday
bono~ native village~
who won the battle for
Puebla agaisnt the
French in 1862.

/

Phoros by Sama Alshaibi

ATTENTION

GRADUATI G SENIORS
Columbia College Chicago
would like to honor you at the upcoming
Senior Graduation Celebration
on
May 23, 1997
at
Chicago Hilton and Towers
720 S. Michigan Avenue
6:00 p.m. to 11 :00 p.m.
Formal invitations are forthcoming
See you at the Celebration
Sponsored by Student Life and Development

;
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Sara on sports

By Sara Willingham
Sports Correspondent

So here it is, the end of May, and I am on the br
ink of insanity. Between final exams, last-minute
projects, unpaid bil!s. internship applications,
socializing, working, lack of time and the fact that
Phil Jackson's job as head coach of the Chicago
Bulls is again in jeopardy, I may very well crack!
I toss and turn all night...having nightmares of
a dark and dying city (no ...worse than Detroit). A
city drearier than Gotham, with NO super heroes.
A city where the residents walk in single-filed
lines to the stadiums and ballparks with expressionless faces like the people living under the dictatorship-plagued city portrayed in "The Wall."
Where Pink Floyd (a.k.a. Jerry Reinsdorf) sits in
a balconey atop the peons with complete control
of their lives and thoughts. Then I wake
·up...AHHHH! I'm going crazy!
So I decide to talk to a shrink.
Sara: "Hey Doc, I'm a little bit schitzophrenic, I need some help."
Doc: "Yes, Sara, what is bothering you?"
~a:
"Well , ya see, besides all of my
-daify-Iife dilemmas, I'm freakin' out about Phil
Jackson being re-signed as the Bull's coach ... like
the rest of Chicago. It's like a virus, and it's
passed from sportscasters and columnists to the
general public. We may need to be quarantined."
Doc: "Sara, don't you think that to quarantine
Chicago might be a little drastic?:'
Sara: "No! Hell, no! Do you understand what
will happen to this city if The Bulls sucked as bad
as the Cubs, the Sox, the Bears and the Hawks?
My god, we'd be the laughing stock of this country! Even Green Bay has the Pack! We'd all have
to flock to other places to live, and it all depends
on the "John Hancocks" of two, maybe three,
people. And if Phil's signature was the first one to
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be scralled-out on a contract with a bunch of dollar signs and zeros, it would be like the domino-effect. Chicago would be set."
Doc: "My, I see this is a problem. We should
sign Phil immediately and avoid all of the mayhem."
Sara: "Wait a minute, Doc. not so fast. It's not
that easy. Ya' see, an evil dictator wants to force
Zen Master Jac~son to sign for much less than he
deserves. And now, the people in Boston have
REALLY RUINED our tea party!"
Doc: "How so?''
Sara: "The bums went and spent $70 MILLION DOLLARS on ex-Kentucky coach Rick
Pitino
for
the
next
TEN
years!
PITIN0 ... 70-MILL...l0 YEARS!"
Doc: "And what does that have to do with
Jackson?"
Sara: "C'mon, Doc, don' t ya' see it? If Pitino
is signing long-term for big bucks, then fou r-time
NBA Championship winning Coach Jackson
should be able to do AT LEAST that!"
Doc: "Why is it that this Reinsdorf-dictator
does not know how to avoid the chaos? Why
doesn't he offer the Zen Man fat cash?
Sara: "Precisely my point! And that's the problem, Doc. What should we do about it?"
Doc: "Geez, I don't know! How can I be a
qualified shrink, and NOT KNOW? What good
am I if I can't solve this problem ... "
Sara: "Hey, Doc, it'll be alrigfit, don ' t come
down so hard on yourself ..."
Doc: "No, you don' t understand, what will
Chicagoans do if Phil isn't signed?...Where will
they go?...Who will they idolize? ...Will Chicago
sports fans committ mass suicide? ... AHHHHH!
So my shrink cracked on me, and I ran out of
his office. As I walked home that night, I thought
long and hard about the problem, and I think I
cured myself. I realized that hey, life will go on,
Chicago will be OK. And maybe, just maybe, we
can sign JOEY MEYER...or maybe even RAY
MEYER... or maybe MICHAEL JORDAN can
coach the Bulls...
OK, OK, so I'm about as far away from a cure
as Chicago is from sanity. Maybe we' ll all have to
join some "sports-j unkie support group," or
somethin' , but nonetheless, life will go on...

-

Women's organization
concentrates effort
on mutual support
By Arjumand Hashmi
Staff Writer

Every second Tuesday of the month, working women of
Columbia College have an opportunity to do lunch. There
exists a platform where women professionals of Columbia
come together to share their professional lives with their peers.
The organization which they belong is Women's Work in
Progress.
Women's Work in Progress is a group for women who meet
over lunch to discuss important issues. Together they exchange
ideas and thoughts on concerns pertaining to women in today's
society. The organization's meetings revolve around presentations by the members as well as professional aspirations along
with their experiences.
Together these elements have formed a group which has
been in existence since the spring of 1994. "We started out with
a hand of full of people, then once we started it became an
event to have this luncheon once a month,"said Christine
Summerville Associate Academic Dean.
Summerville says that there is no formal, established government for the group. "We wanted to stay away from having a
president and vice president. I just make the memos for the
meetings," said Summerville, even though she does tend to
lead the meetings.
"Our meetings are a place for us to come and talk, freely,"
said Summerville. "We also bring up the possibilities of making Columbia better for women to work at than it already is."
Besides addressing general issues, Women 's Work in
Progress targets its attention to a few specific topics: professional work, child care, parental leave, forming a familyfriendly college and creating a climate that encompasses
women feeling comfortable.
Sommerville explains that, in order for there to be a comfortable environment on campus for women, steps should be
taken toward developing unde rstanding. According to
Sommerville, women's academic success is rarely explored
and is often left underdeveloped. She went on to say that recognition should be given to methods in which teaching and learning is made easier for those who may need help.
The organization's long-term goal is to conti nue to be a consistent group, which continues to have a positive difference for
women at Columbia. As Sommerville stated, "That begins by
supporting one another and providing a space where we can
continue to talk about possibilities."
Women's Work in Progress continues to keep the focus on
making a positive contribution to the community of Columbia
College.

Show us the ntoney
By Edwina G. Orange
Staff Writer

Every summer, when students are enjoying time off from s_tudying,
teachers and all the stress that college life brings, Columbia is busy
trying to find the right words to tell you that the fall semester tuition
will increase.
For continuing students, this little episode is familiar to us, so
many just deal with it. But what do you do with your used books?
Well, your best bet may be to take them with you when you leave.
"I think that the book store is a rip off. Mostly all the students here
are on some kind of grant, and who can afford classes and books?"
said Henery Walker, an alumni. "It's not really the amount of money
that we get back, it's the attitude, as if we have to settle for pennies
when we paid dollars."
Students are not asking for every dollar plus tax back- j ust more
than a $1.95 for a $38 book.
The bookstore is owned by Columbia and ran by Follett College
Stores. Follett has a logo that says, "Our store buys back textbooks
everyday... We buy books that can be used here or on other campuses."
Paulette Cowling, the bookstore manger, said, "We don' t determine the price of books being returned. It's up to the instructor."
If the instructor uses the book one term, students receive half the
price on buyback, but if they change the book it's 1/3 and if they discontinue it, the book is not bought back.
"I feel that the teachers should notify the bookstore and, if we don' t
need the book, we should get a full refund," said Holly Petty a senior.
"Instructors send down the orders and we get the books, but once
they're in the store, it's up to the teachers to let the students know why
they choose that book," Cowling said. "And, as students, we should
ask on the first day if the teacher will use the book throughout the
semester and if additional books wi ll be needed to complete homework assignments."
Doug Johnson II, a sophomore, said, "It hits the pocket hard. You
don' t get what you pay for and the school is constantly making money
off one book and students are losing out."
Common factors affecting book buy backs rates are:
I. Instructor has authored reuse of book
2. Instructor discontinued book
3. Bookstore is overstocked
4. Publisher has new editions
5. Book is to ragged and in poor condition
6. Book has limited call for demand
Students should keep these reasons in mind when returning books
and consider trying the library first before buying them.

THE FRESHMAN SEMINAR
Program is looking for former students
to serve as

PEEBIEJIIIEBS
If you are interested in learning more about
this exciting opportunity, please contact
Wendy Wagoner at
312.663.1600 X5186
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'Traveller' pales in face of 'Breakdown'
By Sandy Campbell
Film Correspondent

Being a Canadian red-neck, I often find movies that
take place in rural areas attractive, since most movies
take place in the city and involve city characters.
"Traveller" and " Breakdown" are two recent releases
that involve rural characters and communities.
"Traveller," starring Bill Paxton, is a low-budget
independent feature that involves clannish Americana
gypsies of Irish descent whose purpose in life is to scam
from rural residents in North Carolina. In other words,
they are reverse Robin Hoods- they rob from the poor
and give to themselves.
Being a traveller is like being a fisherman, coal-miner
or farmer. Only the males are travellers and make it their
profession because it is how their fathers made their livings.
The artist formerly known as Marky Mark, Mark
Wahlberg, plays a young man from Atlanta who wants to
be a traveller. He goes to the North Carolina hills with
his father's body to bury him there. His father, a former
traveller who recently died, said that the clan would
allow his body to be buried on their grounds. But the
clan does not take kindly to Mark Wahlberg-though
they allow his father's burial on home grounds, they still
hold a grudge against Wahlberg for leaving the clan for
a woman, an "outsider."
But Bill Paxton takes sympathy on him, listening to
sage advice from his Grandma that the boy still 'has traveller's blood. Paxton obtains permission from the head
traveller to take Wahlberg under his wing and they pull
scams off on people. They hook up with another traveller, played by James Gammon, and attempt to pull a
scam off on a rich gangster. There is also an "outsider"
(she is not related to him) love interest played by
Julianna Margulies of the TV show "ER."
''Traveller" deals with aspects and truths of rural life.
The hereditary occupation is dying out and along with it

the close ties and clannish attitudes .of rural individuals.
But even though some of these rural people may hold to
backward traditions, they keep up with the times.
The good thing about "fraveller" is that it doesn' t
condemn the gypsies and actually sympathizes with
them. The film makes them the good guys. Even though
''Traveller" handles rural aspects realistically, the problem with the movie is that it is too plodding aqd slow
moving, that the audience is not going to give a damn.
"Breakdown" is the antipode of "Traveller." It is fastpaced and contains many rural stereotypes but, unfortunately, it is a far better movie.
This film concerns two Bostonians, played by Kurt
Russell and Kathleen Quinlan ("Apollo 13"}, whose
truck breaks down somewhere in the Southwestern
desert on their way to San Diego. A seemingly friendly
trucker (J.T. Walsh, Glengarry -Glen Rossffhe Client)
offers to give them a ride to the nearest town. Instead, he
ends up kidnaping Kathleen, whom Kurt Russell must
rescue.
Breakdown is a good example of a movie that is better than the previews. The previews show leering rednecks and endless car crashes. But the movie is a well
put together, suspenseful action thriller. ·
Unlike ''Traveller," there is not one sympathetic rural
character in the movie. Everyone is a vicious red-neck
that the hero from the city must overcome. There is the
trucker, a rough and tumble mustachioed cowboy with a
Southern accent, played by M.C. Gainey; Billy, a dirty,
muscular guy in his mid-twenties (Jack Noseworthy,
"Barbed Wire"); and a fat guy in a plaid shirt named AI
(Ritch Brinkly).
The movie has nice touches, such as giving J.T. Walsh
a wife and son, as well as turning the tables in which
Kurt Russell briefly holds J.T. Walsh and his family and
friends hostage. Without giving too much away, there is
a scene where J.T. Walsh's eleven-year-old son has a gun
to Russell's face while Russell orders his son to shoot.
The son is bursting with tears. If this movie had taken

place in real life, Russell would be dead in 'two seconds
without pity and remorse, based on the knowledge of the
rural boys I grew up with.This is -the first movie that I have ever seen that tries
to place a distinction between a rural pick-up truck and a
city pick-up truck. A city truck is bright and .shiny red
with a lot of gadgets that spell out rich to the rural eye. a
rural truck is shabby and dirty black with the only gadget being a rusty muffler. It is funny that Bill Paxton in
''Traveller" drove a red truck similar to Russell's "city
.
truck."
I have to admit that I enjoyed "Breakdown" tremendously, but I am a little upset about the end. Kurt Russell
and l<athleen Quinlan see that J.T. Walsh's character is
still alive, despite him falling off a·bndge. They kill'him
off in a most violent manner, forgetting about his wife
and son, feeling justified because of what he-did to them
and because he is a red-neck. In this society, it is morally wrong to call and even think a black person to be inferior. So why is it still okay to consider a rural white to be
inferior white trash?
.on another tangent, after the movie, a huge muscular
man in the audience had hit another man's wife or girlfriend. The woman's husband or boyfriend felt it smart
to call a cop. Why is it that, in this s<>ciety, that we feel
proud to hurt somebody after somebody has hurt us? The
man felt proud to strike a lady for some unknown rankled reason and her soul mate felt proud to get the man
arrested. This is the "eye for an eye" mentality that is
shared in action movies like "Breakdown." I am not
going to be an ultra-conservative Bill Bennett type and
confirm that movies contribute to the demoralization of
our children. That kind of thinking was around thousands of years before any movie was even made. But
"Breakdown" doesn't help. As an individual who has
struggled and still struggles with the "eye for an eye" and
proud temper mentality, we should respect our brother
the best way we can. Breakdown A, Traveller B-.

May I , Buckingham
Fountain reawakened.
Each year, crowds of
native Chicagoans and
touristS flock to the
lakefront to view this
spectacul~~ctur
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Phil SciBelli
Freshman
Art
Never considered
it.

Scott Schmidt
Freshman
Graphic Design
Never,
believe in it.

don't

Amber Girton
Senior
Graphic Design

If I could get
way with it, I
would be there.
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Kimberly Rounds
Freshman
Broadcast
I thought about it,
but I'm afraid I might
get caught.

DJRan
Senior
Sound
I would have
that it's the '
you have to
IUJn ~rP ,JPr you can
that paper.

Anthony Carro
Freshman
Interactive
Multimedia
I'd have to cheat
wallet fust
for everything.

